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What Documents Do I Need to Have Translated? 
 

There are no hard and fast rules when it comes to what documents to have translated. The list below consists 
of our recommendations, based on previous requests from Immigration and their offshore embassies. In an 
ideal situation you would have everything translated; however we get that translation can be super 
expensive so we've factored that into our recommendations. 

 

Identity documents  
Identity documents are super important as Immigration needs to be sure they know who you are. Correct 
name, name changes, former marriages and divorce are essential documents to have translated as these 
can affect records and personal particulars that Immigration may rely on to determine who you are and 
facilitate background checks. Identity documents we recommend having translated: 

 

Birth Certificate Change of Name Document 

Marriage Certificate  Divorce Certificate 

Family Book Driver’s License 

National Identity Card  Police Checks 

Residency Permits from time spent in other 
countries 

Court documents relating to custody of child/ren. 

 

Evidence of Relationship  
Your evidence of relationship will no doubt make up the majority of documents you include with your 
partner visa. If you and your partner speak another language or have lived together in another country, 
there is a good chance you will have a lot of evidence in another language. We've set out below options to 
help keep translation costs at a minimum. If you can't afford to translate everything you may consider 
'unofficial translations', refer to our template on this.  

• Joint lease agreement - have key details translated ie your names, place of address, rental costs 
and the period of tenancy.  

• Bank statements - Most bank statements have a cover page and all other pages are simply 
transaction details. Having the cover page translated is a good start, setting out the words such as 
'account names', balance, address, deposits, and withdrawals. 

• Witness statements - if you have a balance of witness statements including statements from 
Australian citizens then your statements in another language from witnesses overseas are best to 
be kept at one page so it's affordable to translate. Don't include a witness statement in another 
language unless you have a translation.   

• Text messages and Social Media - if you have pages and pages of these then you may want to 
have some key conversations translated for example if you have records of chat about significant 
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conversations i.e. regarding your commitment to each other, major purchases, trips together, 
marriage, children.  

How to Provide Translations 

When providing an English translation of a document, you still need to include a copy of the original 
document that is not in English. The easiest way to do this is by providing ONE pdf document that contains 
firstly the English translation followed by the originals (non-English) behind. 
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